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Abstract: An electronic cash system allows the exchange of digital coins with value assured
by the bank’s signature and with concealed user identity. In an electronic cash system, a user
can withdraw coins from the bank and then spends each coin anonymously and unlinkably.
In this paper we propose a secure and efficient off-line electronic payment system based on
bilinear pairings and group signature schemes. The anonymity of the customer is revocable
by a trustee in case of a dispute. Because the amount of communication in the payment
protocol is about 480 bits, the proposed off-line electronic payment system can be used in
wireless networks with limited bandwidth.
Keywords: Electronic payment system, bilinear pairings, group signatures, membership cer-
tificate.
1 Introduction
Chaum suggested the first electronic cash system [5] in 1982. In this system the technique of blind signatures
was used to guarantee the privacy of users. Various extended systems have been proposed, which provide function-
alities such as anonymity, double spending prevention, unforgeability, untraceability and efficiency [1], [4], [8].
Off-line electronic cash systems were first introduced in [6] and then developed further in [9], [10], [11], [12].
In off-line systems the bank’s involvement in the payment transaction between a customer and a merchant was
eliminated. Customers withdraw electronic coins from the bank and use them to pay a merchant (a shop). The
merchant subsequently deposits the coins back to the bank.
In this paper we propose a secure off-line electronic payment system based on bilinear pairings and group
signature schemes. In order to construct our electronic cash system, we use the group signature scheme of D. Yao
and R. Tamassia [16] and the blind signature of Schnorr [13]. Due to the low amount of communication in the
payment protocol that is about 480 bits, our off-line electronic payment system can be used in wireless networks
with limited bandwidth.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present our off-line electronic cash system.
Furthermore, we discuss some aspects of security and efficiency in section 3. Finally, section 4 concludes the work
of this paper.
2 The Proposed Off-Line Electronic Payment System
An e-cash system is a set of parties with their interactions, exchanging money and goods. A typical e-cash
system has three parties:
 Customer: purchases goods or services from the merchant using the e-cash.
 Merchant: sells goods or services to the customer, and deposits the e-cash to the bank.
 Bank: issues the e-cash and maintains the bank account for customers and merchants.
And there are also three protocols: withdrawal, payment and deposit. A customer withdraws electronic coins from
the bank and pays the coins to a merchant. Finally, the merchant deposits the paid coins to the bank.
Our electronic payment system consists of four types of participants: customers, merchants, banks and trusted
parties. The customers honestly withdraw money from the bank and pay money to the merchant. The merchants
get money from customers and deposit it in the bank. The banks manage customer accounts, issue and redeem
money. The bank can legally trace a dishonest customer with the help of the trusted parties. An e-cash system is
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anonymous if the bank in collaboration with the merchant cannot trace the coin to the customer. The system is
off-line if during payment the merchant does not communicate with the bank.
In our off-line electronic cash system, all customers who open a bank account form a group and a trusted party
is the group manager. When a customer wants to withdraw an electronic coin from his account, the bank applies a
blind signature protocol [13] to this coin and decreases appropriate amount from the customer’s account. Everyone
including the merchant can verify the validity of the blind signature. The withdrawals are made by the bank by
applying the blind signature of Schnorr [13] to a coin randomly selected by a customer and the payments are made
by the customer by applying the group signature scheme of D. Yao and R. Tamassia [16] to the random coin.
2.1 System Parameters
This operation outputs the system parameters and public/private keys of users that will be used in the system.
 The group manager chooses a set of public parameters Y = (G1;G2;e;P;H;H 0;H 00), where G1 and G2 are
groups of a large prime order q, G1 is a gap group, e : G1G1 ! G2 is a bilinear map, P is a generator
of G1 and H : f0;1g! G1, H 0 : f0;1g! Zq and H 00 : f0;1gG1! Zq are three collision-resistant hash
functions. The group manager chooses his secret key sA 2 Zq and computes the public key PA = sAP:
 The customer chooses a secret su 2 Zq as his private key and computes the product Pu = suP as its public
key.
 The bank selects a random secret xb from the interval [1;q-1] and calculates the point Pb = xbP. The public
key of the bank is Pb and the corresponding secret key is xb.
The process for selecting the parameters and generating G1;G2;q;e;P is given in [2].
2.2 The Registration Protocol
We assume that communication between the customer and the group manager is secure, i.e., private and
authentic.
Any customer who wants to withdraw a coin from the bank has to interact with the group manager and obtains
two type of certificates from the group manager. One is long-term group membership certificate, which certifies the
customer’s public key information. The other is one-time signing permit, which certifies the customer’s one-time
signing key information. The latter is used for issuing signatures in the payment protocol.
The registration protocol involves the customer and the group manager as follows:
1. A customer obtains a long-term group membership certificate Cert from the group manager. The group
manager computes Cert = sAH(in f ojjsuP), where sA is the private key of the group manager, suP is the
customer’s public key and in f o contains information such as group name and membership expiration date.
Cert is given to the customer.
2. A customer also obtains one-time signing permits from the group manager. The customer randomly chooses
a number of secrets x1; :::;xl and computes one-time signing secret keys x1P; :::;xlP and one-time signing
public keys sux1P; :::;suxlP. The keys suP and suxiP are sent to the group manager, for all i = 1; :::; l. The
customer also sends Cert to the group manager.
3. The group manager first checks if the customer with public key suP is a valid group member. This is done
by verifying the following equality:
e(Cert;P) = e(PA;H(in f ojjsuP))
where PA is the group manager’s public key and suP is the customer’s public key. The protocol terminates if
e(Cert;P) 6= e(PA;H(in f ojjsuP)). Then the group manager tests if e(suxiP;P) = e(suP;xiP) for all i= 1; :::; l.
If the test fails, the protocol terminates. Otherwise, the group manager computes:
Si = sAH(in f ojjsuxiP)
for all i = 1; :::; l. Si is an one-time signing permit and is given to the customer. The group manager adds
the tuple (suP;xiP;suxiP) to its record for all i= 1; :::; l.
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2.3 The Withdrawal Protocol
We assume that communication between the customer and the bank is secure, i.e., private and authentic. The
withdrawal protocol allows a customer to withdraw e-coins from the bank. After having open a bank account, the
customer withdraws an e-coin from his account by using the blind signature. Therefore, the bank cannot link the
e-coin to the identity of the customer but can debit to the account correctly. The withdrawal protocol involves the
customer and the bank in which the customer withdraws an electronic coin from the bank. First, the customer
proves his identity to the bank using the elliptic curve version of the signature scheme of Shao [14]. Then, the
bank uses the elliptic curve version of the blind Schnorr signature scheme [13] to sign the e-coin.
The customer must perform the following protocol with the bank:
1. The customer sets his electronic cash requirement:
m= H 0(withdrawal requirejjID)
where ID is the identity of the customer. Then, the customer chooses a random value ku 2 [1;q- 1] and
signs the message m using the elliptic curve version of the signature scheme of Shao [14]:
f = H 0(m) (1)
R = ku f P (2)
h = H 00(m;R) (3)
s = ku-hsu: (4)
The customer sends m and its signature (h;s) to the bank.
2. The bank verifies the signature (h;s) of the message m:
(a) The bank first computes f = H 0(m), R 0 = f (hPu+ sP) and h 0 = H 00(m;R 0).
(b) Then, the bank checks that the following equality holds:
h= h 0:
(c) If h 6= h 0 the protocol terminates.
3. Then, the bank uses the elliptic curve version of the blind Schnorr signature [13] to sign the e-coin: selects
k 0 2 [1;q-1], computes the point R 00 = k 0P and sends R 00 to the customer.
4. The customer establishes a random coin c, randomly selects a ;b 2 [1;q- 1], computes Rb = R 00+aP+
bPb;cb =H 00(cjja;Rb) and blinds the e-coin by computing c 0 = cb-b modq. The customer sends the value
c 0 to the bank.
5. The bank computes: s 0 = k 0- c 0xbmodq and forwards s 0 to the customer.
6. The customer computes sb = s 0+amodq. The pair (cb;sb) is a valid e-coin signature issued by the bank.
7. The customer verifies the blind signature (cb;sb) of the coin c, issued by the bank, by checking that the
following equation holds:
sbP+ cbPb = Rb (5)
8. The blind signature of the coin c is the pair (cb;sb).
The customer gets the coin c from his account.
2.4 The Payment Protocol
The payment protocol involves the customer and the merchant and should be done through a secure channel
(i.e., data privacy and integrity). In the proposed system, during payment the merchant does not communicate with
the bank. After withdrawing e-coins, the customer can pay for what the merchant provided. Then the merchant
verifies the validity of the received e-coins.
In order to sign the coin c, the customer uses the protocol of Yao and Tamassia [16]. The merchant first sends
a challenge cm to the customer. Then, the customer produces a signature Su of the coin c and merges the signature
Su with his one-time signing permit Si associated with the secret suxi. The details are as follows:
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1. The merchant sends challenge cm = H 0(IDmjjT ) to the customer, where IDm is the merchant’s identity and
T is the recorded time of the transaction.
2. The customer computes:
cu = H 0(cjjcmjjcbjjsb) (6)
3. The customer computes Su = suxiH(cu).
4. The customer computes the signature S = Su+Si, where Si = sAH(in f ojjsuxiP).
5. The customer sends c;cu and the signature S = Su+Si of the coin c to the merchant.
6. The merchant verifies the signature S of the coin c as follows:
(a) Computes the hash digest H(cu) and the hash digest h 0 = H(in f ojjsuxiP) of one-time signing permit.
(b) The signature S is accepted if
e(S;P) = e(PA;h 0)e(suxiP;H(cu)): (7)
If the test fails, the protocol terminates.
2.5 The Deposit Protocol
The deposit protocol permits the merchant to deposit the received e-coins to the bank. When receiving the
deposited requirement from the merchant, the bank first verifies the validity of received e-coins and then credits
the account of the merchant.
In on-line e-cash systems this protocol is part of the payment protocol as executed by the merchant. In our
e-cash system, the deposit protocol is executed at a later moment, preferably in batch mode. The bank holds a
record of spent cash to prevent double spending of e-cash. The bank cannot link deposited coins to a customer
without collaboration from the group manager.
The deposit protocol involves the merchant and the bank as follows:
1. The merchant sends c;cm;cu;cb;sb to the bank.
2. The bank verifies the signature as given in the equation (6).
3. After verification succeeds, the bank checks if c obtained from the merchant exists in its database. If the
coin c is in the database of the bank, then the bank finds the signature S 0 for the deposited coin in its database
and sends it to the merchant (detection of double spending).
4. If the merchant receives S 0 from the bank, he/she checks whether S 0 = S. If S 0 = S, then the merchant rejects
performing protocol (double spending). Otherwise, the merchant sends cu and T to the bank.
5. The bank verifies the validity of the signature S using the equation (7).
6. If the signature S of the coin c is valid, then the bank accepts the coin c. Then, the bank will deposit the
cash to the merchant’s account and the merchant sends the goods to the customer. The bank stores c and
(cu;suxuP) in its database.
7. If the bank finds out that c and (cu;suxuP) has been stored before but different T and cm, then the coin c
has been double spending. The bank performs the tracing protocol and detects the identity of the double
spender with the help of the group manager.
2.6 The Tracing Protocol
The bank can legally trace the customer of a paid coin with the help of the group manager. The tracing protocol
involves the bank and the group manager. Given a signature S and its associated public information PA and suxiP,
the group manager verifies the signature S. If the signature S is valid, the group manager can identify a customer’s
public key suP from suxiP value, by consulting the customer group record. The details are as follows:
1. The bank sends cu and the signature S of the coin c to the group manager.
2. The group manager verifies the signature S using the equation (7).
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3. The group manager can easily identify the customer from suxiP. The group manager can provide a proof
that it is indeed the customer’s signature from the following equations:
e(suxiP;P) = e(suP;xiP) (8)
4. The group manager searches through the group customer list to get the identity of the customer and sends it
to the bank.
Similar to what is shown in the group signature scheme of Chen et al. [7], the group manager cannot misattribute
a signature to frame the customer unless he can compute bP given q, P, aP and dP which satisfies:
a dbmodq (9)
The authors in [7] define this problem the Reversion of Computation Diffie-Hellman Problem. They prove that the
Reversion of Computation Diffie-Hellman Problem is equivalent to Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem in G1.
3 Security and Efficiency Analysis
In this section we discuss some aspects of security and efficiency of our off-line electronic payment system.
We prove that our off-line electronic payment system is secure against tracing a honest customer by the bank and
the proposed system is secure against forgery of the coin.
Theorem 1. Our off-line electronic payment system is secure against existential forgery of the coin c.
Proof: Long-term membership certificates, one-time signing permits and customer’s signatures using one-time
secret signing keys are generated by the sign protocol of the signature scheme of Boneh, Gentry, Lynn and Shacham
[3]. The authors in [3] shown that their signature scheme is secure against existential forgery attacks. Therefore,
if an adversary can forge any of these signatures, she can also forge signatures in the signature scheme of Boneh
et al. [3]. Note that a signature computed with one-time secret signing key is in the form of suxiH(cu), rather than
suH(cu) as in the signature scheme [3]. It can be easily shown that if an adversary can forge a signature in a form
of suxiH(cu), then she can forge a signature in the form of suH(cu). Also, since the blind signature of Schnorr is
secure against existential forgery, this allows only the legal bank to generate the signature for coin. As the hash
function H 0 has the feature of collision free, the customer cannot find a value c 0 6= c with H 0(c 0jjcm) = H 0(cjjcm).
Thus, our payment system satisfies unforgeability of the coin. 2
Theorem 2. The both valid signatures S and (cb;sb) in our payment system contain a proof of the group member-
ship without revealing the identity of the customer.
Proof: A valid signature S is obtained from an one-time signing permit of a customer and the customer’s signature
using the corresponding one-time signing key. That is S= Si+Su, where Si = sAH(in f ojjsuxiP) and Su = suxiH(cu).
Because of the definition of signatures [3], a valid signature S implies that Si is valid. This proves that the holder
of key suxiP is a certified customer. A valid S also means that Su is valid, therefore Su is generated with the
secret key suxi. Thus, S contains a proof of the customer membership. Because the signing key suxi is one-time
signing key and xi is chosen randomly by the customer, the identity of the customer is not revealed. Also, since
cu = H 0(cjjcmjjcbjjsb) and the blind signature (cb;sb) of the coin c can not give any information for the coin c, the
bank can not link the blind coin with the identity of the customer. 2
Table 1: Storage space of the payment systems
Our system Wang Lee Au Canard
Withdrawal 1120 bits 1824 bits 800 bits 8160 bits 6420 bits
Payment 480 bits 1282 bits 1304 bits 5188 bits 30740 bits
Deposit 960 bits 3232 bits 1656 bits 5164 bits 27648 bits
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Table 2: Computation cost of the payment systems
Our system Wang Lee Au Canard
Withdrawal Protocol
multi-EXP 8 9 15 2156 5
Pairing 0 0 0 22 0
Payment Protocol
multi-EXP 2 11 9 34 1673
Pairing 3 0 0 14 0
Deposit Protocol
multi-EXP 0 5 7 10 14
Pairing 3 0 0 0 0
Next, we evaluate the storage space and computational time of the costly operations. Table 1 and Table 2
summarize the storage space and computation cost respectively, of different protocols of our e-cash system and the
schemes in [1], [4], [9] and [15]. The overall efficiency is improved in our electronic cash system compared to Au
et al.’s system [1], Canard et al.’s system [4], Lee et al.’s system [9] and Wang et al.’s e-cash system [15] in terms
of the storage space and the computation cost. Our system has a point P of 160 bits and q of 160 bits. The off-line
e-cash system proposed by Lee et al. has a point P of 160 bits and 160 bits prime q and the system of Wang et
al. has 160 bits prime q and 321 bits prime p. Spending a coin in [15] requires 11 multi-based exponentiations
and a total bandwidth of 1282 bits. The payment protocol in [9] requires 9 multi-based exponentiations and a total
bandwidth of 1304 bits. For a moderate value L= 10 and t = 40, the payment protocol in [4] requires 1673 multi-
based exponentiations and a total bandwidth of 30740 bits. The payment protocol in [1] requires 34 multi-based
exponentiations, 14 pairings and a total bandwidth of 5188 bits. In contrast, the payment protocol in our e-cash
system requires 2 multi-based exponentiation, 3 pairings and a total bandwidth of 480 bits.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a secure and efficient off-line electronic payment system based on bilinear pairing
and group signature schemes. We used the group signature scheme of Yao and Tamassia and the blind signature of
Schnorr. Because the amount of communication between customer and merchant is about 480 bits, the proposed
off-line payment system can be used in the wireless networks with the limited bandwidth.
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